AN INVESTIGATION OF THE BIOLOGY OF THE HUMAN SEBACEOUS GLAND*
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The aim of this paper is to set forth a new
concept of human sebaceous gland functioning and to examine certain forces influential in

theory is the undisputed observation, often

the gland's activity. In essence, the current
view is that the sebum which accumulates oii
the surface is the chief force regulating the gland's

confirmed, that relatively constant amounts of
lipoids are found on the surface of a given individual whether the samples are taken hours,
days or weeks after defatting (6). The gland
supposedly shuts down after a fixed maximum
layer is achieved. Students of this question have
assumed that this fixed quantity, removed say
12 or 48 hours after defatting, represents the

excretory activity. This theory, first proposed
by Schur and Goldfarb (2) and subsequently
elaborated speculatively by Emanuel (3), states
that the gland starts to excrete sebum imme- amount secreted during these respective periods,
diately upon removal of the surface lipoids. there being no more for the longer time. FurtherThis process is at first rapid, but progressively more, there is the implication that the gland
slows down as more and more surface sebum must strive to maintain this more or less fixed
accumulates, finally reaching a standstill when quantity whenever some surface fat is lost or
the lipoid layer is completely replaced. The removed. This is, of course, a very neat arrangecurve of replacement rises sharply at first and ment in terms of biological economy since the
then levels off, defining an asymptotic hyperbola gland does only the amount of work required
(4), The classical interpretation is that the sur- to maintain the surface layer. It is hard to conface layer of sebum finally reaches a height ceive of a more perfect regulatory design since
sufficient to counteract the excretory force of the the only factor of consequence is the countergland, causing the gland to shut down. Emanuel resistance of the surface layer, causing the gland
(3) emphasizes that the consistency of the sebum to accelerate its activities when there has been
significantly influences the final height of the any surface loss and allowing it to remain quieslipoid layer which will cause standstill: the more cent when no lipoid is "needed"; i.e., when the
viscous the sebum, the thinner the layer. surface is saturated. The gland, in short, funcButcher's (5) physical measurements of sebum tions periodically and in proportion to the
seem to sustain this fully. Sehum cools as it amount of sebum lost from the surface. Inasapproaches the surface tending to solidify at or much as it is the very product of the gland
near the surface temperature (30°C) at which which exerts a regulatory control or brake over
point its viscosity increases abruptly. Butcher its excretory activity, we shall regard and term
accordingly endorses Emanuel's views. The this theory the "feedback theory". The most
experimental foundation of Schur and Goldfarb's thorough analytical account of this theory and
the many works which have helped erect or
Presented at the Eighteenth Annual Meeting of
The Society for Investigative Dermatology, Inc., support it is given by Rothman (7) in his recent
New York, N. Y., June 1, 1057.
textbook of cutaneous physiology. Curiously
* From the Department of Dermatology (Dr. enough, this theory has the rare honor of not
Donald M. Pillsbury, Director), University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, having been seriously challenged since its birth,
though some qualifications have been added (8).
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from consideration knowledge obtained from ani- tion, such a limited approach ignores illumimal experimentation. The periodic wave-like nating anatomic and physiologic evidences.
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changes which envelop the skin of those animals
which have been most studied (rats, mice, hamsters), are lacking in humans. As part of the animal "skin cycle" the sebaceous gland enlarges,
fills and disgorges periodically, a phenomenon
which has no parallel in humans (1).
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Indeed, important clues are provided by everyday

clinical observations. We have drawn upon all

these sources in our work and thought. The
thesis we propose to defend is exquisitely simp]e:
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the sebaceous gland functions continuously, without
regard to what is on the surface. Starling (9) said the

same thing years ago in his famous textbook of
physiology, but he had the great advantage of
not being confronted with a solidified mass of
scientific data and so was able to perceive the

truth directly without the hazard of experimentation (however, by the same method he
came to the wrong conclusion about the role of
the arrectores pilorum in expelling the sebum).
Direct Observations: At the outset we think it
worthy of emphasis that, in building up evidence,

It has not been fully appreciated that freshly
excreted sebum can be directly visualized on the
forehead without staining. The following observations were made on good sebum producers. After
defatting the skin by several wipings with ether
soaked cloth, clear follicular droplets of sebum
could be observed under the stereoscopic microscope (x 12) within 15 minutes. These became
visible to the naked eye in 40 minutes, giving the

skin a star-spangled appearance under bright
light. The subjects had to be kept supine and
were not allowed to touch or move their heads.

we have relied heavily on that incomparable
research instrument, the human eye. All our
subjects were healthy adult prisoners of the
Philadelphia County Prison. The studies were

Spreading of the oil into the sulci was observed
in 30—60 minutes, the faster if the subject inad-

observations we selected among 125 candidates
those who were good producers of sebum. This
preliminary screening facilitated the work considerably, for, as in a previous investigation of

readily run up into a capillary pipette, like water;

vertently wrinkled his forehead. So perfectly
clear were these droplets, that we first thought
conducted in the summer months. For the direct them to be sweat (Figure 1). The droplets will

however, a "fan" test is a simple means of

distinguishing sweat. Under a strong stream of
air, sweat completely evaporates; sebum droplets

apocrine gland function in which the same remain unchanged. The sebum droplets emerged

approach was utilized, the delivery rate varies in the same time and had the same appearance
greatly among individuals (10). It must be when the site was locally injected with 1 ml of
emphasized that these selected hyperexcretors 1:25,000 atropinc sulfate or physiologic saline
of sebum ("sebaceous athletes") were not ab- solution. It is remarkable that a product such as
normal, differing only quantitatively, in the scbum which is a complex mixture including
same way as tall men differ from ones of short waxes, cholesterol esters, neutral fats, fatty acids,
and hydrocarbons, should take the form of a
or average height.
The forehead has been the preferred area of perfectly clear fluid droplet. When a few drops in
observation in most studies because its quantity a capillary pipette or small tube arc incubated
of surface lipoids exceeds other areas for which at 37°C, particularly under anaerobic conditions,
figures are available (6). In general the levels some constituents settle out as a whitish curd.
are highest on the head and lowest on the This can be resolubilized in ether. Bacteria have
extremities. We, too, followed the established nothing to do with this phenomenon.
custom because it is convenient to work in this
A pitfall which may lead to error with osmic
site, although we were able to demonstrate acid visualization is that not everything on the
comparably high levels on the scalp and cheeks. skin surface which turns black is sebum. HerrThe time honored method of visualizing sebum mann and his associates (13) have beautifully
is to discolor it by exposure to osrnic acid vapors. illustrated that sweat droplets on the palms
A vial containing a few crystals in cotton may where there are no scbaceous glands will become
be inverted over the skin for direct visualization discolored after a latent period of a few minutes.
or indirectly a "print" may be made by absorbing Their explanation is that sweat mobilizes horn
the sebum on filter paper which is subsequently fat from the stratum corneum, hence the delay

blackened by the vapors (11). The tiniest traces
of lipoid are detectable by this rather sensitive
method and the darkening is almost immediate.

in discoloration until the liquid collects enough

Employing the direct osmic acid method, Butcher
(12) found "mounds" of sebum appearing in the

false idea of the amount of sebum being excreted.

follicular orifices in as little as 15 minutes after

defatting the surface. Subsequently, the fat

chief (discussed below). For exactitude with
osmic acid methods, local atropinization to

spread into the sulci.

prevent sweating may be required.

fat. Thus, in the presence of sweating, direct
osmic acid visualization may create a totally
Several workers have fallen victim to this mis-
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FIG. 1. Clear, transparent sebum droplets one hour after defatting the forehead of a "sebaceous
athlete" with ether (XiS).

There is no appreciable darkening of the dry
defatted forehead with a 15 second osmic acid

exposure. If, however, the defatted area is

The pore pattern disappears, if the paper is kept
above 33°C for a day. This is due to diffusion
since there is no weight loss. Butcher (12) has

previously demonstrated the lack of volatile
cause darkening after a latent period of 4—6 components in sebum. We made use of the
minutes. It would thus appear that ether does cigarette paper print method in selecting our
not completely extract the lipoids bound in the panel of good scbum producers. Prints made 30
stratum corneum. By contrast, a 45 second osmic minutes after defatting easily identified "sebaacid exposure of the dry dcfatted forehead will ceous athletes", from the average producers.
sprayed with water, this 15 second exposure will

cause a slowly developing diffuse darkening which

Blackening the paper with osmic acid accentuates

persists for days and cannot be readily removed
by soap and water or lipoid solvents. The horny

the print and is superior for detecting small
differences among individuals (Figure 2). After

rim of the follicular ostium always becomes some expei iencc we were able to make surdiscolored by osmic acid exposures exceeding 45 prisingly good guesses about the amount of
seconds. This suggests that fats intimately sebum contained in the blackened papers. Considering its simplicity, the test is rather sensitive
and much preliminary information can be gained
An indirect means of visualizing sebum without with it. A major portion, but not all, of the surstaining or discoloration is provided by making face schum is removed by the cigarette papers for
"prints" with the thin, transparent cigarette the area will still darken when exposed to osmic
papers which impecunious persons usc to "roll acid vapors. Perhaps the most sensitive of all
their own". The paper is pressed down firmly on simple methods is to make a print by pressing a
the skin for a few seconds under a square of cleaB glass slide against the surface. Truly avid
gauze. Sweat evaporates quickly from the paper window shoppers leave beautiful fat-prints.
With this background it is possible to devise
and the oil droplets form a clear follicular pore
three
elegantly simple means for getting at the
pattern when the paper is held up to the light.

bound to keratinized cells arc being discolored
by the longer exposure.
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Fm. 2. Cigarette paper print of forehead 15 minutes after ether defatting of forehead. Discolored
with osmic acid (X4).
question of whether surface fat acts as a counter- oil so that the skin was covered with an oil layer

resistance or brake to the further delivery of many times thicker than the natural film.
sebum.

First, we studied the effect of increased air
pressure on two symmetrical atropinized defatted

forehead areas of two subjects. One area was
subjected to an atmospheric pressure of 150 mm
of mercury by means of a 10 sq. cm. glass cup

connected to a sphygmomanometer. An open
glass cup was placed on the control site. After 60

Mineral oil has the virtue of not darkening with
osmic acid. At the end of an hour, by exposing
the mineral oil site directly to osmic acid vapors,
droplets and streaks of darkly staining material
were evident in abundance; this was of about
the same amount produced in the control site
without mineral oil.
While trying to find out whether fats can be

minutes the pore prints were the same. Thus, a absorbed by skin, Kvorning (14) introduced
pressure considerably greater than the natural evidence which seems to confirm the feedback
oil film failed to prevent sebum excretion.
theory. He found that the application of 20%
Secondly, we studied the effect of contact cholesterol in olive oil on the forehead markedly
pressure by tightly bandaging a glass slide to a suppressed sebum excretion. Paraffin and lecithin
defatted site on the upper arm; the control had a lesser effect which was attributed to differ-

site was simply defatted and left uncovered. ences in the consistencies of these fats. Some very
At the end of 30 minutes the glass prints were formidable technical problems stand in the way
identical. New fat had emerged at the usual of accepting Kvorning's conclusions, namely, the
means of knowing precisely how much fat was
applied, the failure to completely immobilize the
was studied. A rectangular atropinized area, subjects or to protect and isolate the test sites,
4 X 4 em was defined by superimposing strips and the necessity of using arbitrary conversion
of adhesive tape around the edges. This created a factors to separate sebaceous fat from that
"well" into which was dropped heavy paraffin which was applied. Our simple, direct mineral
rate despite the firm pressure bandage.
Finally, the effect of a thick mineral oil film
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process. A burst of epidermal mitotic activity
ordinarily thick layer of surface oil does not follows stripping of the stratum corneum with
scotch tape. Pinkus (15) interprets this as a
appreciably lessen sebaceous excretion.
Those who would continue to hold fast to the regenerative attempt; he tentatively suggests
feedback theory must reconcile the thinness of that it is the loss of horny cells which is the
oil test seems to give a decisive result: an extra-

this emulsion with its presumed capacity to exert

a force far greater than (1) 150 mm of Hg; (2)

stimulus for epidermal mitotic activity, a situation which closely parallels the notion that it is

a "pressure" bandage; and (3) a mineral oil the removal of sebum which stimulates the
film at least one mm thick. Furthermore, if one
stops to think about it, the most obvious weakness in the feedback theory is that sebum comes
up in droplets, which by their mass alone must

sebaceous gland. Stripping, of course, does more

than remove the stratum corneum, as Pinkus
realizes. It damages the epidermis and this, we
believe, is the mitotie stimulant.

offer a greater resistance than the surface fat

Similarity in the Fitnctional Dynamics of

film. There are the further prima facie evidences

Epidermis and Sebaceous Glands: The epidermis
may be viewed as an unfolded holocrine gland.

that (1) sebaceous cells in the wall of cysts

Keratinized cells are its end product, deriving
from the continual division of stem cells in the
lates in massive quantities if the external ear basal layer. The flaw in the feedback concept of
canal is blocked.
sebum sebaceous gland regulation is strikingly
secrete against great pressure; and (2) cerumen,
of which sebum is a major component, accumu-

It is interesting to note that the feedback

illuminated by drawing attention to the manifest

concept has been suggested as a regulating force

parallel with the desquamation of keratinized
cells. No one doubts that keratinization goes on

in epidermal growth which is also a holocrine
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Fia. 3A
Fia. 3. A. This verrucous mass over the foot slowly accumulated over a period of years as a result
of the patients obsessive fear of touching or washing this area. B. Appearance of forehead after wearing
a glass cup for one month, preventing the loss of keratinized squamae and sebum. The protected site
was a greasy, verrucous mass of horny material. Sebum and epidermal products had piled up in great
quantities (X2).
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continually; nonetheless, the thickness of the their foreheads for one month, taping the cup
stratum eorneum remains constant. It might firmly down to prevent movement and plugging
conceivably be nrgued that epidermal growth the neck with cotton. In each case a fatty, horny
stops after a certain thickness is reached. How- mass accumulated, having a queer verrucous
ever, everyone appreciates that the thickness of appearance (Figure 3 B). Neither the sebaceous
the horny layer remains uniform, not because new gland nor the epidermis showed any sign of
cells are not being added, but because keratinized shutting down.
cells are being lost at a rate equal to their formaIt should be emphasised that the production of

tion. There is a continuous turnover, with the
most superficial cells being continually and
imperceptibly desquamated. The same thing,
of course, happens to sebum, but the relationships are not so obvious.
The fact is that both keratin and sebum will

sebum is inseparably linked wilh the process of
growth or reproduction of the glandular cells. It
is only by the division and multiplication of such
cells that sebum can be formed.

If freshly excreted droplets of sebum are
examined under the microscope, only a few

pile up if steps are taken to prevent normal inconspicuous fibrils and granules are seen; the
loss. We encountered a patient with a cardiac rest is fluid. As sebaceous cells move centripetally
neurosis who scrupulously prevented for years toward the duct, their volume is almost comany kind of contact with the skin over the region pletely occupied by fat droplets which remain
where he imagined the heart to be. A thick discrete, separated by fine eytoplasmie trabecverrucous keratinized mass had accumulated ulae. In the region where the cells burst, it is
which would have defied diagnosis without the possible to see in ordinary H and B sections that
benefit of a history. Another patient studiously these trabeculae and a thin eosinophi]ic cell wall
avoided touching or washing the skin over the often persist in the sebaceous stream. The point
lateral malleolus in consequence of which horny
excrescences developed (Fig. 3 A). Finally, we

we wish to make here is that there are non-

arranged for 4 subjects to wear a glass cup on

but their quantitative representation is tiny,

—

lipoid cellular remnants contained in the sebum,

r

Fm. 3B
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owing to the almost complete transformation of
the dying cell into a bag of fat.

is easily visible as the patulous pores of adult
facial skin. The gaping orifices are highly prom-

Correlation of Structure and Function of inent in many oily patients, especially on the
Sebaceous Glands: There are important morphologic peculiarities of the pilosebaceous units of

cheeks. These units have multilobular, spreading
sebaccous glands of extravagant size and depth,

facial skin which necessarily influence the enormously greater in volume than the much
results obtained in this area. This has not been smaller glands of the superficial, tiny follicles
sufficiently appreciated. The following descrip- (Fig. 4). At first sight they appear in microscopic
tion summarizes the histologic findings in serially sections to be free sebaceous glands without an
sectioned biopsy specimens from the foreheads associated hair follicle, but hair can invariably
and checks of 16 adult males (10 Negroes and 6 be found in serial sections. The huge gland empWhites). The lanuqo pilosebaceous units of the ties to the surface through a wide duct which is in
glabrous skin of the face are not all of the same fact the follicle. It is joined by a tiny hair of intype. The most numerous are tiny and superficial, significant proportions. The usual relationship of
generally not extending more than 0.75 mm the gland to the terminal hair follicle is inverted;
beneath the surface. With the naked eye their the hair follicle is reduced to being an appendage
ostia and minute hairs arc all but invisible. With of the duct of the sebaceous gland instead of the
the lox hand-lens their location is marked by a gland being an appendage of the external root
tiny greyish dot. By careful looking very small sheath of the hair follicle. We will call these units
hairs may be seen if the light is oblique and not sebaceous follicles to set them off from ordinary
too bright. Their scbaceous glands are dispro- lanugo hair follicles. The tiny superficial hair
portionately large, as with all lanugo follicles. follicles outnumber the scbaccous follicles by
The star of the story, however, is a quite different,
less numerous, pilosebaceous unit whose ostrium

a ratio of about 3:1, being evenly dispersed
among them. The hairs associated with the

.1
-I.
Fm. 4. Comparison of deep sebaceous follicles (s.f.) with superficial lanugo follicles of forehead (l.f.).

Note the large lumen of sebaceous follicles and the huge size of their attached glands. This section
contains 2 sebaceous follicles and 4 superficial lanugo follicles (x34).
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FIG. 5. Atropinized forehead exposed to osmic acid fumes 2 minutes after ether defatting. The larger
black spots mark the ostia of sebaceous follicles while the smaller dots indicate the openings of superficial lanugo follicles. The latter are more numerous and their associated hairs are generally too tiny to
be visible (X1O).

sebaceous follicles are larger than those of the

can be milked out of the ducts, sebum can be

superficial hair follicles and are the ones generally expressed in large clear droplets from sebaceous
seen with the naked eye.
follicles (Fig. 6). Sebaceous "athletes" yield the
The droplets which form within 15 minutes after largest drops. Very firm and forceful pressure is
defatting the forehead are extruded almost exclu- required. Pinching the forehead skin strongly
sively through the ostia of the sebaceous follicles between the fingers will not generally deliver it.

(Fig. 5). Subsequently, smaller droplets begin

However, forceful compression of a skin fold

between the blades of a hemostat (a painful
After an hour the droplets of the sebaceous procedure!) will express it, but care has to be
to form at the mouths of the superficial follicles.

taken to distinguish serum droplets which often
greater than those of the superficial lanugo hair exude through the traumatized follicles. Serum
follicles. The conclusion is inescapable that it is will dry up under a stream of air.
the sebaceous follicles which contribute by far
The droplets which can be expressed in this
the greatest quantity of sebum. It must be fashion are considerably larger than those which
realized, therefore, that the figures for forehead will spontaneously form in 2 hours after defatting
fat excretion reflect the dominance of the seba- and, in our selected subjects, their size may be
ceous follicles. Huge amounts of preformed as great as the largest sweat droplets of a profollicles, though variable in size, are considerably

sebum are stored in the capacious ducts of fusely sweating subject. Intradermal infiltrasebaceous follicles. Since sebaceous follicles are

tion of the forehead skin with a large quantity of

practically limited to the face, it might be fluid (procaine or saline) till the skin is blanched
misleading to generalize from forehead data and of maximum turgor, is much less efficient
about the dynamics of sebaceous flow in other than hemostat compression in forcing out sebum.
By hemostat compression, droplets of lesser
body regions.
In the same way as pre-formed apocrine sweat

though variable size can be forced out of terminal
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FIG. 6. Sebum droplets forcibly delivered by hemostat compression of the forehead of a "sebaceous
athlete". A large amount of sebum is stored in sebaceous follicles. These droplets did not evaporate
under a stream of air ruling out the possibility of their being sweat or serum (X 18).

coarse hair follicles such as those of the scalp. these soft extrusions, the description of which
From ordinary lanugo follicles elsewhere very we shall leave to a later work. We avoided sub-

little visible sebum, generally none, can be jects whose follicles yielded appreciable amounts
forcibly delivered. Thoroughly defatting the of solid materials upon hemostat compression.
The Role of the Muscle of Piloerection in
surface by keeping 5 ml of ether in a glass cup
on the forehead for 5 minutes does not dissolve
out the stored sehum. The droplets forced out
after this procedure have the usual size range.
Frozen sections of biopsies taken immediately
after ether cup extractions show no diminution

Expelling Sebum: The muscle of pilocrection
encircles the gland and its contraction could
conceivably propel sebum to the surface. Starling

stated categorically that scbum is squeezed out
by the contraction of this muscle (9). Standard
dcrmatologic works arc curiously silent about

in the amount of Sudan IV stainable fat. The
large quantity of sebum stored in the duct of such a function; this information doubtlessly
sebaceous follicles furnishes still another telling rests forgotten in some library grave. It is a
argument against the feedback theory. In seba- matter of clinical significance whether there is a
ceous follicles, the glands normally have to mechanism by which preformed sebum stored
in the duct can be suddenly extruded. The short
of the matter is that Starling was wrong. In the
It is necessary to mention that not everything first place, the lGnugo follicles of the forehead
that can be forcibly extruded from the follicle and cheek (and probably everywhere) lack
is sebum. Comcdones, of course, will come out. muscles of piloerection. Vestigial nonfunctioning
In addition, soft, yellowish or whitish worm- slips arc occasionally noted in relation to sebalike masses having the appearance and consist- ccous follicles. While the intradermal injection
ency of jelly or petrolatum can be extruded from of 0.05 ml of 1:1000 epincphrine regularly prosome sebaccous follicles (Fig. 7). These are duced "goose-flesh" and piloercction, especially
numerous in some individuals but sporadic in on hairy forearms, close scrutiny under the
most. Bacteria, not fat, comprise the bulk of stereoscopic microscope during and after injecexcrete against an intrafollicular lipoid column
exceeding 2 mm in height.
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FIG. 7. Worm-like extrusions forced out of sebneeous follicles of the forehead by hemostat compression. These have about the consistency and appearance of yellow petrolatum. They aro neither comedones nor sebum, but almost solid masses of Propionibacterium. A few of these can be found in most

subjects. In this subject they are unusually abundant. Interestingly, they do not block the flow of
sebum to the surface (X6).
tion failed to reveal the formation of oil droplets.

The only other possibility for a relatively

Nor did blackened cigarette paper prints show
oil appearing in previously defatted areas. Furthermore, in none of 10 subjects did the injection of epinephrine into the scalp yield oil, even

sudden increase in sebaceous excretion is one
about which there is no definite knowledge but
which is highly improbable; namely, a spurt in

though both the glands and the muscles are
highly developed in this region. It should be

Quantitative Considerations

recalled that the fear and pain of the injection,
and occasionally the adrenergic stimulus itself,

mitotie division of sebaeeous cells.

By quantitative methods, certain kinds of

data have been accumulated by various workers
may cause ecerine sweat secretion which is whose interpretations we shall now examine in
easily differentiated by the "fan" test. Another detail. Kvorning (16, 17) carefully reviews the
source of error is the mechanical expression of varied means that have been used for collecting

sebum if a sufficient amount of any fluid is surface fats. Of these, Emanuel's (6) simple
intradermally injected.

method of extracting the lipids with ether in a

should not he extruded by the contraction of the
piloerection muscle Actually, it is only a narrow
slip which encircles the greatest circumference

Sanchez (18) nicely summarize various methods

At first sight it seems strange that sebum cup has found much favor. Jones, Spencer and
for determining the quantity of fats collected.
The simplest is direct weighing. Curiously, it has

of the gland without completely enclosing it. not been preferred by most workers. It would
The effect of its contraction may be likened to serve no purpose to expose the considerable
tying a string around the middle of a fully differences in the quantitative values given by
blown balloon, a process which would not greatly different workers for surface fats; such differchange the internal pressure.
ences have not prevented these workers from
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arriving at a position of substantial agreement and cell fragments. The difference between the
as regards interpretation. A statement by Herr- weight of the cup after evaporation of the
mann, Prose and Sulzberger (19) discloses the original 10 cc amount and the weight after the
extent of this agreement: "our experiments cup had been extracted represents the surface
resulted in findings comparable with the undis- lipoid per 10 sq. cm of skin.
Casual Versus Retained Level: We confirmed
puted observation that the delivery of ethersoluble material to the skin surface is automati- forthwith Herrmann and Prose's observation
cally inhibited once a certain level is reached".
that, with rare exceptions, the casual levels are
Herrmann and Prose (20) coin the apt term identical on symmetrical temporal areas of the
"casual level" to define the amount of lipoid forehead. They designated the amount of ether
recoverable from unprotected sites and point out soluble lipoid remaining after gentle wiping with
that previous workers in the main have dealt with

muslin cloth the "retained level". Curiously, they

casual levels. It is generally agreed that the found the retained and casual levels were similar.
casual level in a given region for a given individual

is relatively constant. Individual readings may,
however, show sharp deviations (21, 22). Herrmann and Prose found that more than twice the
casual amount of lipoid could be collected from
areas protected for 24 hours by a windowed rubber sponge. The significance of this is quite clear.
Sebum accumulates if steps are taken to prevent
its loss. Curiously, these workers do not renounce

This can only mean that their method of wiping
does not remove appreciable quantities of lipoid.
Our experience is quite different. Facial tissues
become visibly smeared with oil when rubbed

over the forehead. The amount removable by
wiping with facial tissues* which are obviously
better absorbers than muslin was determined as
follows: one side of the forehead was successively
wiped with two pieces of facial tissue, rubbing
firmly each time for about 5 seconds. After this,

the feedback concept. Instead they postulate
new factors stating that "The saturation of the the remaining lipids (retained level) were
uppermost stratum corneum with ether soluble determined by the ether cup method. The casual
substances is maintained, not only by the activity
of the sebaceous glands, but also by other factors

level (no wiping) was determined on the opposite
side at the same time (symmetry assumed). The

such as the capacity of the superficial horny results expressed in mg per 10 sq. cm. are as follows:
structures to take up lipids, the presence of
lipid-emulsifiers, the increased viscosity of the
surface film, etc". Nevertheless, these workers
brought into sharp focus the necessity of protecting the test sites if lipoid collections are to

Subject

I

Casual Level

(no wiping)

Retained Level
(after wiping)

2.0

0.9
0.6

be meaningful.

C.R.
B.J.
C.P.

2.4

1.2

Present Quantitative Studies: Lipoids were
collected by Emanuel's method (6). Two 5 cc
portions of ether were successively introduced

HA.

1.3

L.J.
D.S.

2.3
2.1

0.7
0.9
0.6

2.0

0.8

into a glass cup, 10 sq. cm in area, for respective
periods of 60 and 30 seconds, without agitation

(Fig. 7). The ether was aspirated with a 10 cc
syringe fitted with a 21 gauge needle at the end of

each collection period. Two ether washings of
this sort completely remove the available surface

Average

1.6

With these subjects about 60% of the surface
lipoids were removed by firm wiping with an
absorbent facial tissue.
We wished next to compare the fat absorbency

fat. For quantitative assays we employed a
slight modification of Herrmann and Prose's of cigarette papers with facial tissues; the forsimple gravimetric method (20). The two 5 cc
ether samples were pooled in an aluminum dish,
evaporated to dryness and brought to constant
weight in a desiccator. The sebum was extracted
from the dish with two 5 cc portions of ether. A
slight residue (0.1 to 0.2 mg) remained which
we assumed to be extraneous material, keratin

mer, it will be recalled, seemed fairly efficient in
preliminary studies. Circular pieces of cigarette
paper having the exact diameter of the glass cup,
10 sq cm, were firmly pressed down on the forehead under several pieces of gauze squares, after
which the same area was immediately extracted
*

Scotties—Seott Paper Company.
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with the ether cup method. The lipoids absorbed which can occur in a protected and supposedly
in the paper were extracted with ether and cal- isolated site of mobile subjects, the following
culated by the method of difference in aluminum study may be cited. The forehead surface of
cups. The results are as follows (my per 10 sq cm): three subjects was defatted with ether and two
cups fixed into place on symmetrical areas of the
Subject

S.L.

J.S.
W.D.
T.S.

ND.
Average

Amount Removed Residual Amount
Removed by Ether
by Cigarette
(retained level)
Paper

temples. The subjects were immobilized completely for the first 4 hours, at the end of which
time the lipoids were assayed in one cup by ether
removal. This cup was then removed. Thereafter,

3.4
2.1
2.6

0.7
0.6
0.6

3.1

5.0

0.2
0.3

which, however, included no physical effort or
work, and a final collection was made from the
opposite cup at the end of another four hours.

3.2

0.5

The results are as follows: (my per 10 sq cm):

the subjects resumed their normal activities

Thus, in these subjects who were somewhat more
oily, about 85% of the available oil was removed.

Subject

The significant finding, however, is that the

S.L.
T.S.
W.D.

amount of lipoid which remains, though somewhat lower after cigarette paper contact, is about
the same after any efficient means of surface

4 hr. cup collection 4 hr. cup collection
(immnbiliaed)
(ambulatory)

1.2
2.3

0.9

3.0
3.8
2.6

wiping, with or without rubbing. Thus, it is

Thus, much greater quantities were present in
the cup during immobilization. When these
same 3 ambulatory subjects wore fixed cups for
24 hours, the amount collected was not quite
eorneum.
twice that of a 4 hour test period. We regard
Reduction of Loss of Sebum: The problem of this as evidence of great lipoid loss, not a docudetermining the amount of lipoid delivered to mentation of a feedback mechanism!

impossible to remove all of the available lipoid
with absorbent materials. The residual quantity
is probably io the deeper reaches of the stratum

the forehead surface in a given time is beset with
We turned to a different method for preventing
great difficulties. To prevent lipoid from flowing sebum loss in ambulatory patients over periods
away or being wiped off, we at first thought it longer than a few hours. By fixing several folded
adequate to fix the cups down with adhesive tape cigarette papers in place under guaze squares,

(Fig. 8), thus guaranteeing the conservation of the whole tightly taped down, the site would
all the lipoids by not only protecting the site but not only be thoroughly protected but the lipoid
by isolating it. This seemingly fool-proof pro- might be absorbed before it could be lost. To

eedtlre did not eliminate variability in the re-

isolate the site from the surrounding skin, the

sults during a 2—4 hour collection period. After borders of the test side were demarcated with

many frustrating trials, we finally learned that overlapping strips of one-inch adhesive tape,
the individual had to be completely immobilized,
supine and motionless. Lipoid has a remarkable
ability to spread over the skin, as Jones et al (18)

forming a rectangle exactly corresponding to the
size of the papers. Three good sebum producers
were selected as subjects and a cigarette paper-

have emphasized, and it is only by the most bandage was fixed in place for 24 hours, aftet
fastidious attention to technical details that
collection values can have any significance. The

which it was removed, and immediately replaced.

requirement of immobilizing the subject, even Each paper was folded in half (area 14 sq. em)
to the point of forbidding forehead wrinkling, and 3 were superimposed over the central foreseems not to have been satisfied by any previous head, which was simply wiped at the start. Three
worker. Indeed, few have thought to be concerned successive 24 hour collections were made in this

about protecting the test site. As a practical way. After the last removal, a new cigarette
measure, we generally limited the collection paper bandage was applied for a total of 3 days.
period to 2—4 hours with the fixed cup method.

As an illustration of the great loss of sebum

The lipoid was extracted from the paper by ether.

Thus, three 24 hour collections were available
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techniques, little relation to the amount actually
produced. Such assays simply represent casual
levels. This rapid loss is the reason why the values

are relatively constant regardless of the interval
after defatting. After a few hours the skin surface

becomes saturated and the excess thereafter
flows away or is otherwise lost. The reviewer is
confronted with the greatest difficulties in trying

to interpret the quantitative data of earlier
workers who did not appreciate the technical
limitations of their methods.
Constancy of Lipoid Values in Serial Collections

—_J

of the Same Time Interval: Miescher and Schon-

berg (23) were the first to make a distinction
between the lipoid level (what would now be
called the casual level, a relatively constant
figure) and the lipoids actually produced in a
given interval, the production capacity. The
lipoid level was the amount collected by a filter
paper 8—24 hours after defatting and the production capacity was the sum of twelve 2-hour serial
filter paper collections. The production capacity

was 2 to 3 times the lipoid level. While their
FIG. 8. Glass cup method of collecting lipoids data seem to contradict the feedback theory,

in an isolated, protected site. The cup is fixed to they were not led to question it. They found that
the forehead of the immobilized, supine subject the first amounts which are recovered during
by adhesive tape. Ether is introduced into the several removals at equal intervals are greater
cup and removed with a syringe.
than later ones which tend to reach a constant
for comparison to one 3 day collection period. level. They thought that the true excretory rate
of the gland, its production capacity, was reflected
The results are as follows (mg per 10 sq on):
during the period when constant amounts were
being obtained. The larger initial amounts were
Daily Collections
Single
attributed to removal of quantities stored in the
.._.._____________________ Three Day
Collection
1st Day
3rd Day
2nd Day
Subject
orifices. Serrati confirmed (4) the decreasing increments in serial collections but went much fur22.0
7.1
7.6
8.2
T.S.
ther adding the inexplicable feature that the
17.1
7.2
8.8
5.9
W.N.
amount of each half hour collection is half that
15.4
6.4
5.9
5.3
N.D.
of the previous one according to a mathematical
Daily variations were not entirely eliminated function. This has never been confirmed and is
but the experiment served its purpose well; almost inconceivable. Dunner (24) reemphasized
about two and a half to three times as much Miescher and Schonberg's findings.
Our study of this particular matter took the
lipoid may be collected in three days as in one.
following
form. The foreheads of two completely
The absorption method is thus far superior to
immobilized subjects were defatted with ether.
ones in which the area is simply protected by
cups, windowed sponges, etc. It is worthy of note A cup was fixed on one side and a cigarette paper
I

that even with the cigarette paper absorption
method, more constant results are obtained when
the subjects are immobilized.
It is chiefly because the rapid loss of seburn has

bandage arranged on the other as described

above, using one folded paper and isolating the

area by overlapping strips of adhesive tape

around the edges. At the end of each half hour a
not been appreciated that faulty conceptions new paper was introduced and left in place. This
have persisted so long. Clearly, the amount col- was done for seven successive half-hours. The
lected 24 hours after defatting has, by the usual cup was extracted each half-hour with two 5 cc
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portions of ether. The results are as follows: Miescher and Schonberg (23) up to 24 hours.
These are the extremes.

(mg per 10 sq cm):

On the unprotected forehead, Emanuel (3)
Subject N. D.

Ether
Cup

lsthalfhour
2nd half hour
3rd half hour
4th half hour
5th half hour
6th half hour
7th half hour

Cigarette
Paper

Ether

0.3
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.7
0.9
0.5
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.6

0.6
0.8
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5

found 73% replacement at the end of 2 hours, but

Subjcet T. S.

Cigarette
Paper

Cup

—
0.4

on the back where the glands are fewer and
smaller, there was only a 32% replacement in 2

hours. In our own experience, replacement is
almost always complete on the protected fore-

0.4

0.5

head by 3 hours (cup method), and sometimes in

0.4

sebaceous "athletes" by 2 hours. Enderlin and
his co-workers (26), using osmic acid darkened
prints, believe that the replacement time is 3—4
hours regardless of the area studied. It is highly

0.6
0.4
0.4
—

doubtful that replacement time is the same in
In contrast to earlier workers, constant sebaceous poor areas. Indeed, Laursen (27),
amounts were obtained at equal intervals, at using quantitative methods and a reliable proleast over the time period of 3 hours. Similarly,
Kirk and Chieffi (25) recently found relatively
constant quantities in 20 minute, serial forehead
collections over a period of about 4 hours.
Replacement Time: Most workers have been
impressed by the speed with which surface fat is
restored after defatting. The replacement time

cedure (immersing the hands in ether) found only
a 50% replenishment on the dorsum of the hands

collection has a value equal to the original casual

Relationship Between Casual Level and Rate

at the end of 3 hours. It is quite likely that the
rate of replenishment is proportionate to the
size and number of glands. Furthermore, it is
probably influenced by the amount of preformed

sebum that can be stored in the ducts, a factor

is that interval after defattiug when a single which will vary with the area.

level. The replacement time values given by of Delivery of Sebum: Offhand, it would seem that
previous authors vary enormously. Schur and the casual levels would be directly proportional
Goldfarb (2) thought it took 15 minutes, and to the amount of sebum made. The highest surTABLE I
Relationship of Lipoid Delivery to Casual Level
Casual Level
(mg 100 sq. cm)

Race

Day
Subject

Negro

4 hr. Lipoid Delivery
(mg per 10 sq. cm)

N. B.
J. W.
T. M.
B. R.
N. S.

Day

1

2

3

4

1.8
2.6
1.9
2.2
1.2

2.7
4.0
3.9
1.8
2.3

3.1

2.3
2.8
3.6

3.2
2.6
2.3
2.1

3.1

2.0

Average

2.5

3.2
3.0
2.4
1.9

1

2

3

3.0
3.5

3.1

2.9
3.7
3.7
2.0
2.9

4.1

2.4
3.1

3.0
3.3
3.8
2.3
2.9

1.2
1.0
1.3
1.0
1.5

Total 3.1

1.2

3.0

2.7

1.6

1.5

1.3

1.2
1.5

1.0
1.0

1.2

0.7
1.2
2.1

1.0
1.4
1.9

0.7

1.7

Total: 1.6

1.0

2.8
3.6
2.6
2.8

Total: 2.6
A. C.
.

White

J. R.
J. S.
R. L.
C. M.

T. F.

2.3
1.7
1.9
1.1
1.4
1.6

1.3

1.7
1.7
1.3

1.5
1.4

0.9

0.8

1.1

1.1

2.1

1.6

1.0
1.3

1.8

0.9
2.3

3.0

1.7
1.4
1.3
1.5
1.3
2.1

Total 1.6

2.5
1.4
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.8

Ratio:
Lipoid
Delivery
Average Casual Level

2.6
2.0

1.8

1.3

1.0

0.9
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face amounts occur in scbaccous rich areas; made that the contribution of the horn fat from
however, Miescher and Schonberg (23) could not

find a direct relationship, although there was a
tendency for the "production capacity" to be
high when the lipoid level was high. Hcrrmann
and Prose (20), however, did find a positive
correlation between the amount which could be
collected during a two hour period and the casual
level. As regards this point, we made the following

study.

Six unselected adult Negroes and six adult
whites were used as subjects. A comparative
racial study of sebaccous secretion has not pre-

the keratinizcd cells of the stratum corneum is
quantitatively insignificant in a 4 hour period.
The results arc shown in Table I.
That there is a positive correlation between
lipoid delivery and casual level is evidenced by
the approximate average ratio of one, when the
former is divided by the latter. Higher deliveries
are reflected, as one might expect, in higher surface levels (casual levels). To be sure, there were
the expected variations in the day to day figures

for casual levels in unprotected sites as many
others have found. There is somewhat less varia-

viously been made. The casual levels for the bility in the daily 4 hour lipoid deliveries. Ancentral forehead were determined at 1:00 p.m. other finding of interest is the higher figures for
on four successive days and subsequently tbe 4- casual levels and 4 hour lipoid deliveries in Nehour lipoid deliveries at the same site on three groes. Clinically, Negroes tend to have oilier
successive days. We have substituted the non- skins.
Correlation Between Lipoid Delivery and Glanducommital term "lipoid delivery" for "production
capacity" because it will be seen later that the lar Volume: Sebum production is a continuous
amount which reaches the surface in a given growth process in which the rate of generation
period is not necessarily the amount produced of cells and their loss is in equilibrium. It is
during that time. Part of it is pre-formed sebum doubtful that the mitotic rate can change very
pooled in the duct. The further assumption is much under physiologic influences, no more so

-'3

:'

F'o. 9A
FIG. 9. Size comparison between sebaccous follicles of a good sehum producer (9A) and a poor one

(9B). Subject A with huge glands delivered 4 times as much scbum to the surface as B. The size difference

is even greater than it seems since the magnification in B (X73) is more than twice that of A (1(34).
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perhaps than holocrine hair, nails or epidermis.
Cellular multiplication is probably pretty steady,
varying if at all, in a quite narrow range. The
quantity of lipoids delivered in a given time per

unit area is proportionate to total glandular
volume (size and number of glands) which is a
function of the total number of sebaceous cells
generated. It is not so much the speed of production of such cells, but the total population available for multiplication. Miescher and Schonberg
(23) made planimetric measurements of glandular
size (actually surface area), in biopsy specimens

examining unidentified specimens histologically,

there was not the slightest difficulty in placing
each individual in his propel class. The glands of
the high exeretors were huge in comparison to
these in the lowest class (Fig. 9). We examined
4 biopsy specimens from the foreheads of prepuberal children, aged 7—11. Sebaceous glands
were scanty, accounting for the low lipoid levels
in this age group.
The best known clinical example of oily skin
being a direct reflection of glandular size is in
Parkinsonism. It is larger, not harder working

and could show that the ratio between lipoid glands, which underlie the greatly increased
delivery and glandular size was a constant; that oiliness. These findings should not close one's
is, the larger the glands the more sebum produced

in a given time. They do not mention having
studied serial sections.
Confirmation of their concept was obtained as
follows: forehead biopsy specimens were taken

from two individuals in each of the following
three categories and studied serially: (1) high
4-hour lipoid delivery (approximately 4 mg/b
sq. cm); (2) moderate 4-hour lipoid delivery
(about 2.5 mg/b sq. cm); (3) low 4-hour lipoid
delivery (about 1.0 mg/10 sq. cm). The first two
classes were Negroes and the last whites. After

eyes to the possibility of there being influences
which may alter sehaceous secretion by changing
mitotic rate. It is doubtful that the magnitude
of this effect would be great.

The Paradox of Higher Lipoid Values with
Frequent Removals: Schur and Goldfarb (2), the
creators of the feedback doctrine, came across a
curious phenomenon which, again, subsequent

workers were able to confirm. Herrmann and

Prose (20) have dealt with it extensively and their
formulation is explicit. The more frequently that
sebum is collected from a given area, the larger

r.

FIG. 9B
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the sum that will be obtained in equivalent time

same way as before, using subjects W. N. and

periods. "The sum of the quantities of ether-

S. L. The results are as follows (mg per 10 sq cm):

soluble substances collected at several relatively
short intervals greatly exceeds the amount collected at a single removal at the end of the same

3 hour total
Eighteen 10-minute
removals

Six 30-minute
removals

W.N.

3.1

3.9

S.L.

3.6

4.8

total length of time.*' Previous workers have
accepted this observation as a matter of course.
It is easy to see why. Such a finding fits well with

3 hour total

Subject

the feedback theory. The phenomenon is in

When collections are made every 10 minutes
for 3 hours, then the total quantity is less than
the more often it is removed the faster the gland that for 30 minute removals over the same time
will work and the amount will increase propor- interval. Increasing the frequency of removals
tionately. It was necessary for us to seek another beyond a certain limit evidently decreases the
explanation in view of our belief that the gland total amount by this method. Two possibilities
works at a constant rate regardless of whether its suggested themselves: (1) the gland became exhausted; (2) it was "poisoned" by the ether.
product is removed or how often.
We have already dismissed the first possibility;
The following study convinced us of the authenticity of this curious phenomenon. Cups were the gland, we believe, works steadily without
fixed to both temples of immobilized subjects regard to what happens to its product.
As for the second possibility, definite evidence
during a three-hour run. On one side, ether coiwas
obtained that ether "poisoning" could have
lections were made every 30 minutes for 6 times,
and on the other, just once at the end of 3 hours. been a contributing factor. Cups were fixed in
The foreheads were simply wiped with facial place over the temples of immobilized subjects,
tissues at the start. The results are as follows: whose foreheads were wiped initially with facial
accordance with expectations. If sebum acts as

a brake to further excretion, then obviously

tissue. On one side the neck of the cup was packed

(mg per 10 sq cm):
3 Hour Total

3 Hour Total
Six 30-minute
removals

W.N.

2.3

J.S.

1.6
1.5

2.1

3.1
2.8
2.3
4.7

1.9

3.2

.

Subject

N.D.
S.L.
Average

One removal

By repeated removals in the same time period,
50 to 100% more lipoid can be collected.

The next question was: is there a limit to the

total increase as the time intervals between

with ether soaked cotton so that the test site
was exposed to an ether saturated atmosphere
for the duration of the experiment. The other
side served as a control. One collection was made
from each cup at the end of 3 hours. The results
are as follows (mg per 10 sq cm):
Ether Atmosphere

Control

J.S.

1.7

2.6

H.A.

1.1

D.S.

1.2

N.D.

1.1

1.9
1.8
1.7

1.3

2.0

Subject

Average

collections are shortened? Suppose the collections

are made every 10 minutes over a 3 hour period

Ether vapor clearly was inhibitory. It should be

and the total is compared to six 30-minute

emphasized that no liquid ether touched the

removals? The experiment was conducted in tile

surface.

*

They found, for instance, that the total of
4 half-hourly collections was greater than a single
collection for the same time period (2 hours). The
value for the 4 half-hourly collections they called

It was decided to avoid ether and use more
physiologic

methods, namely absorption with

cigarette papers. Symmetrical test sites the exact
size of folded cigarette papers were demarcated
the "replacement sum" because it approximated with adhesive tape and left open. The subjects
the amount originally present before defatting.

Because "replacement sum" is easily confused were supine and motionless throughout the 3
with replacement time and the authors do not hour run. The forehead was simply wiped with
mean actual replacement; on the skin's surface, the
term may be misleading.

facial tissues at the start. On one side, a single
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collection was made at the end of 3 hours by
pressing a folded cigarette paper upon the skin
under several guaze squares. On the other, papers
were pressed down briefly at the end of each half-

hour for 3 hours. The results are as follows:
(mq per 10 sq cm):
3 hour total

3 hour total

1 removal

Six 30-minute
re,novalo

N.D.

2.1

S.L.
B .P.

1.5
1.6
1.2

BR.

1.0

2.5
2.1
2.5
2.0
2.2

1.5

2.2

Subject

R.N.

Average

As with ether, higher amounts are obtained with
more frequent cigarette paper removals.
Finally, we did an experiment which gave us an

insight into the mechanism. Cigarette paper
bandages were fixed in an area demarcated with
adhesive tape over each temple as before. The
forehead was simply wiped with facial tissues
at the start and the subjects completely immobilized during the test. Two folded cigarette papers
were placed in each site. On one side, the paper
was removed once at the end of 4 hours, and on

We have synthesized these data into the following tentative formulation to account for the
higher amounts recovered with more frequent
removals. The stratum corneum is made up of
lamellated, interdigitated, flattened dead cells
between which there are innumerable tiny crevices, creating a porous network within the cellular
framework—in short, a capillary system. These
pores and crevices are normally filled with lipoids.

When removed partially or completely by ether
or by absorptive papers, capillary attraction will
cause pre-formed sebum to flow up out of the
follicular reservoir into the empty meshwork of
clefts. We conceive the stratum corneum to be
a wick attached to a well of sebum in the follicle;
when the wick is drained oil starts to flow upwards by capillary force. Within limits, the more
frequently the horny wick is drained, the larger
the amount of oil that will be attracted from the
well. If one examines the skin immediately after
defatting with ether, it has a silvery, fine-scaling,
appearance; this probably reflects replacement
of oil by air. As a matter of fact, the cigarette
papers may be appropriately compared to the
stratum corneum. Both are capable of attracting
and propelling lipoids by being structurally organized as capillary systems. We have already
mentioned that sebum delivery can be estimated

the other, every half hour with immediate re- by making pore prints with cigarette papers
placement for the same total period of 4 hours 15—30 minutes after defatting. If such papers are
(8 removals). It should be noted that the condi- stored for a day above 33°C, the print entirely
tions are not the same as in the previous experi- disappears; that is, there is no visual residue of
ment. The difference is that the papers are in the fat, though the weight remains the same.
place throughout the entire test and are not being What happens is that tile oil gradually spreads
put down briefly at the end of each collection throughout the paper by eapillarity and cannot
period. They are, therefore, capable of absorbing be seen in such a dispersed state. When a cigarette
sebum continuously. The results are as follows paper is maintained constantly on the skin surface, its wicking action is continuous. It attracts
(mg per 10 sq. cm):
lipoid from the stratum corneum which, in turn,
hour
total
can wick up sebum from the follieular reservoirs.
4 hour total
eight 30-minute
Subject
I removal
Over a short period of time, perhaps for 4—S
removalo
hours, the oil reservoirs are not seriously drained
W.D.
1.8
1.5
especially on the forehead where there are huge
T.S.
3.3
3.4
sebaceous follicles. Therefore, the amount which
J.L.
3.0
2.5
can be recovered at uniform intervals is rather
ND.
3.1
3.2
constant as Kirk and Chieffi (25) showed. Some.
time after that the amount would tend to fall,
2.8
2.7
Average
reflecting lower levels in the reservoir, and this
Under these conditions the amounts are the is borne out in their data also. A possible contribsame, even though new papers were being put uting factor to this later decline is the poisoning
down at 30 minute intervals on one side and there effect of ether after so many 20 minute removals.
was no renewal of the original paper on the other. One may wonder why Jones, Spencer and San-
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chez (18) chose the volar surface of the forearm
to study sebaceous excretion, since the amounts
produced there are so small. Their data shed a
good deal of light on this particular question, the
more so because of their precise analytical methods. They found, that with repeated removals in
a series of gradually increasing intervals, 5, 10,
20, 40, 80 and 100 minutes, the rate of excretion
per interval tends to fall, finally reaching a steady
limit within a few hours which they regard as the
true excretion rate. Their explanation is that mlmediately after removal of the surface fat, stored
fat in the glands flows to the surface giving an
apparent rapid rate of secretion at first. That they
could observe such a rapid fall off in apparent
excretory rate, which neither we nor Kirk and

formed sebum in the ducts and follicular infundibulum. The size of the reservoir is in direct pro-

portion to the size of the pilosebaceous unit;
large follicles such as on the scalp and face contain more stored sebum. Sebaceous follicles have

the largest reservoirs, by far. While the glands
associated with well developed coarse hair folli
des, as on the scalp, may be equally large, the
main volume of the follicle is occupied by a hair,

markedly reducing the storage space. The hair
is puny in sebaceous follicles. Neither ether nor
absorptive papers significantly remove oil from
the follicular reservoir. Indeed, there is no physiologic way to empty it. The most efficient method
is hemostat compression, which also causes considerable tissue damage.

Chieffi could do on the forehead, is probably

(2) The capillary reservoir. This is the sebum
ascribable to the small size of the pilosebaceous contained in the interstices of the stratum eorunits of the forearm; that is to say, the small neum network. It includes the stratum corneum
follicular reservoirs in that region began to be which dips into the follicular ostia but only that
depleted almost at once while the sebum stores in portion which can be seen from the surface. As
sebaceous follicles remain in excess over many ic- Sulzberger (8) points out, the relative constancy
movals. It is probably impossible to exhaust the of the casual level for a given region in a given
forehead reservoirs completely. We applied cigar- individual reflects the capacity of this horny
ette papers to the forehead of 2 individuals every structure to hold a fixed amount of lipoid. The
10 minutes for 6 hours and could still express excess spreads away, is wiped off or is lost in some
large oil globules by hemostat compression. other fashion. The size of the capillary reservoir
Furthermore, by this qualitative method, the oil is a function of the thickness of the stratum corprints at the end were not much different than at neum. Possibly, it is also somewhat like a sponge

the beginning. Incidentally, Jones and his coworkers had a keen appreciation of the technical
difficulties involved in estimating the excretory
rate of the glands. They do not enter the debate
over "feed-back" mechanisms, but it is clear from
their recognition of the spreading ability of lipoids
and the ease with which these are lost, that they
cannot hold that theory in much favor.

Ii

It may be concluded that the lipoid which
reappears on the skin after defatting of a sebaceous rich area is partly derived from pre-formed

sebum stored in the follicular reservoirs; short
term recoveries do not measure the holocrine
excretion rate of the gland. Where the glands
are small and sparse the lipoid delivery under
specified conditions more nearly reflects the true

excretory rate; the true excretory rate on the
forehead is unknown, owing to the important
contribution of stored fat.
Fio. 10. Schematic drawing of a sebaceous
Partitioning of Sebum: From below upwards follicle showing the partitioning of sebum. The

the sebum is partitioned as follows: (Fig. 10). insignificant hair follicle associated with this
is not shown.
(1) The follicular reservoir. This is entirely structure
By far, the greatest amount of pre-formed
beneath the surface and includes all the fully sebum is stored in the follicular reservoir.
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that can hold different amounts of fluid. A small site sweated copiously. At the end of 1 hour, the
fraction of the lipoid in the capillary reservoir is lipoids were collected with ether in the usual
derived from the epidermis. This intrinsic "horn fashion. During the experiment the oral tempera-

fat" is probably closely bound to or within the ture rose to 99°2—99°4 F.
keratinized squamae rather than in the pores
The results are as follows: (mg/JO sq cm):
separating the cells. Ether completely empties
the capillary reservoir and cigarette papers can
Sweating Site
Atropinized Site
Subject
remove the greater proportion, but not all.
1
2
3

(3) Free sebum. This is the excess portion which

flows freely over the surface, the run-off. It is
easily wiped away and tends to flow from areas
of higher to lower concentration. It is to a large
degree, emulsified with water. It is probably

4

1.6
1.2
1.3
1.2

1.1
1.4
0.8
1.0

1.3

0.9

chiefly responsible for the appearance of oiliness.
It communicates freely with sebum in the capillary meshwork.
Herrmann and Prose (20) have partitioned the
sebum somewhat differently; they were the first

Average

in recognition of the dynamic role played by the
stratum corneum.

explain the conflict between our results and those

If anything, the lipoid values were slightly lower

in the sweating site, but the difference is not
significant. We have concluded that sweating
to advance the useful concept of its being con- does not enhance the delivery of sebum. This
tained in a "receptacle" below the surface; i.e., experiment was repeated several times with the
within the stratum corneum and the follicular same result.
The following considerations may help to
apparatus. We have separated these latter two

Influence of Sweating: Herrmann and his
colleagues (13) maintain that sweating promotes
the delivery of lipoids to the skin surface, a thesis
which has been masterfully expounded by Sulzberger (8). Their clinical evidence for this is:

of Herrmann and his collaborators. The latter
workers did not collect lipoids during the same
time period from symmetrical sweating and nonsweating sites, but before and after the thermal

stimulus. Their technic of placing subjects
between two reflector type hot boxes is unavoidably accompanied by a rise in surface temperature,

(1) There is a quantitative parallelism in the
amount of sweating and surface lipids; higher especially on the back where their best results
quantities of lipids are obtained from areas which were obtained. An elevated temperature introsweat strongly.
(2) Quantitative sex-parallelism. Males sweat

duces another variable which, a will appear
later, aids the flow of preformed stored sebum to

more than females and also have higher levels the surface. An increased yield of lipoid might
then be a consequence of increased temperature
of surface fat.
(3) Higher environmental temperature in- rather than the sweating which it induces. It
should be noted that the temperature variable
creases both sweating and oiliness.
Their experimental evidence is that both the was eliminated in our work by taking the samples
casunl levels and the sum of 4 half-hourly col- during the same time interval, using atropine to
lections on the back rose appreciably after a prevent sweating. The results reported by Herrbrief period of thermal sweating. Our study was mann and his coworkers contained inconsisset up as follows: One forehead site was injected tencies. The casual levels and replacement sums
with 1.5 ml of 1:50,000 atropine sulfate and the were not incieased in the axilla after sweating.
In addition, after thermal stimulation, the
symmetrical control site with 1.5 ml of normal
saline. The areas were defatted with ether and lipoid yield (replacement sum) in atropinized
glass cups were fastened to the skin in the usual sites was not less than in sweating control sites.
fashion. Immediately afterwards, brisk sweating This is contrary to the principle they have enunwas induced by an appropriate thermal stimulus ciated. Finally, isolation and prtection of the
(hot box). The subjects were immobilized during test sites was not observed according to the rigid
the 1 hour run. No visible sweat appeared in the standards we have found necessary.
It is necessary to mention that we concur in
atropinized site during this time but the control
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their finding that the lipoids increase on the palms
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of oiliness is not an entirely reliable index of

after sweating. We agree that the horn fat accounts for this since the stratum corneuin is so
thick. The palms are a special case. In other

surface lipids. It is the presence of sweat which
imports the clinical appearance of oiliness. In
fact, a little sweat goes a long way in creating the
areas, however, especially in short time intervals appearance of oiliness, provided, of course, some
after defatting, the contribution of the horn fat oil is present. Skin will look oilier when there is
is trivial. The lipoids which are being measured much water and little oil than when there is
much oil and little water. How oily a subject
derive almost entirely from sebum.
Herrmann et al (13) went on to show that will appear at any one time will be importantly
sweat and surface lipoid may undergo emulsifi- influenced by the chance of his having recently
cation. We have confirmed this important ob- sweated or of having been in an environment of
servation, with water equally well as with sweat. high humidity. Oiliness will often appear in a
We agree that these immiscible liquids may sudden wave-like fashion if on a cool, dry day,
emulsify but this is hardly the same as a subject with a moderate to high casual lipoid
saying that sebum is hydrophilic. We continue level is suddenly made to sweat. Likewise, emoto feel that the waxy coat does interfere with the tional sweating will cause a sudden wave-like
wetting of the surface, although Sulzberger (8) development of oiliness, if appreciable amounts
is now of the opinion that this long-held idea is a of oil are present originally. It is easy to underfallacy. Sebum, in our view, tends to repel water stand why oiliness is less prominent in winter
even though it can be slowly emulsified with it. time and, conversely, so marked in hot humid
A convincing demonstration of this is that ducks climates. The difference is largely due to the
will sink if the surface fats are removed. Further- quantity of water. Possibly it is the emulsificamore, norepinephrine and histamine penetrate tion of sweat with oil that is really responsible
the skin much more readily from aqueous solution for the oily or greasy appearance. Indeed, except
if the lipoids are first removed with soap and for frankly seborrheic patients, the correlation
between the clinical impression of oiliness and
water or ether.
Jones et at (18) have demonstrated a practically the actual level of surface lipids (casual level)

instantaneous spreading of sebum over a wet is far from perfect. Kvorning and Kirk (28)
surface. This is an interesting observation, but it found higher casual levels in patients with exis doubtful that it has much clinical significance

since the spreading film is of imperceptible
dimensions, possibly monomolecular. We liken
it to the rapid spread of oil over water, a process,
by the way, which does not involve emulsification. From the practical standpoint, it is possible
to show that a droplet of Sudan IV stained fat

spreads a little faster over wet than dry skin,
but this visible spread is quite slow and takes

cessive and persistent oiliness, but in the normal
range the degree of greasiness could not be cor-

related precisely with the lipoid levels. There
was a better correlation in women (possibly
because they sweat less?). Our experience confirms Kvorning and Kirk's observations. We
graded 12 normal white male subjects in terms of
clinical greasiness and immediately determined

the casual levels by the ether cup method. The

place mainly in the sulci. Emulsification may be casual levels, in general, were not higher in those
important in this visible, clinically measurabk, whom we estimated to be more greasy. In fact,
type of spreading. Herrmann and his coworkers the two highest levels in this group were in sub-

deserve great credit for clarifying the fact that jects judged to be non-greasy. However, the
sebum ordinarily exists on the surface as an emul- casual levels were definitely higher in 4 white
subjects who characteristically had greasy skins,
sion, not as a pure film.
While comparing lipoid deliveries in atropinized sufficient to cause cosmetic complaint. Corand non-atropinized sites of sweating subjects, relatively, the obviously increased greasiness of
we made an observation of clinical significance. Negro skin is borne out by the finding of higher
Although visible oil droplets formed in the dry casual levels. In sum, marked and persistent
atropinized sites, the skin gave no evidence of greasiness truly reflects increased quantities
being greasy or oily. In fact, it seemed quite of surface lipoids, but sudden or intermittent
dry. In the symmetrical sweating site, "oiliness" greasiness is more likely due to sweating.
As a matter of fact, there appears to be a defiwas a prominent feature. The clinical impression
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nite parallelism in health and disease between may reflect largely what has been wicked up
eecrine sweating and oil delivery. When one is passively from the follicular reservoir. There may
high the other is likely to he high as in acne (29). have been a true depression in sebum production
Good "sweaters" are apt to be good oil producers which this crude method did not reveal.
and vice versa. A third factor which may exhibit
(2) irritating topical medicaments may produce
parallel changes is keratinization (as possibly ecerine anhidrosis; without sweating the appearin acne). Sulzberger (8) has presented a thorough ance of oiliness decreases.
analysis of the clinical significance of these
(3) the increased scaliness from the irritation
parallel factors which he considers to be inter- may increase the sebum holding capacity of the
locked. To our way of thinking these functions capillary reservoir or contribute otherwise to the
(sebum excretion, sweating and keratinization appearance of dryness.
are independent, not interdependent), but two
Influence of Emotions: Recently, a number of

of them and sometimes all three seem to be in authors have become persuaded that sebaceous
"harmony", showing parallel changes in the same excretion on the face may be markedly altered
direction, perhaps because there is a kind of and suddenly so, within a matter of 15—30 minphysiologic unity in the skin.

utes or less, as a result of strong emotions.

Sulzberger (8) has brought to light that the Through what physiologic mechanism can a
old masters knew the relationship between sweating and oiliness. lIJnna was the first to interpret

seborrhea not merely as a flow of sebum but as
"steathidrosis", or fatty sweat. Darier know that
control of hyperhidrosis was the important element in palliating the condition known as hyperhidrosis oleosa, in which clothing and pillows
may be literally soaked with oil.
We might add one more possible illustration
of the influence of sweat on the appearance of
oiliness. No notion is more entrenched in dermatology than that sulfur decreases sehaceous secretion. Scott and Kalz (30) treated foreheads

sudden change in excretion be brought about?
We have already excluded the possibility that
adrenergie stimuli could propel pre-formed sebum
to the surface through contraction of the muscles
of piloereetion. To this may be added our obser-

vation that the intraeutaneous injection of the
ehemo-inediators epinephrine and acetyl choline

solutions (1:5000) do not alter the lipoid yield
in protected areas one hour after wiping the skin
with facial tissues. Furthermore, Mieseher and
Schonberg (23) found no change in the lipoid

level after the parenteral administration of

atropine, pilocarpine and acetyleholine. There
with sulfur preparations and claimed to have would not, therefore, seem to be any physiologic
demonstrated a reduced secretion by osmic evidence that the gland is directly under the
acid-darkened pore prints made 20 minutes after control of the autonomie nervous system.
defatting. We could not confirm this, using the
Neurohistologie studies yield no evidence of
same qualitative method. The following agents secretory innervation for this gland in common
were applied for 2—3 week periods, twice daily, with its sister holoerine organs, the nail, hair and
to one side of the forehead. These were: (1) epidermis. Nonetheless, Savill (31) states flatly
Vleminekx solution; (2) a cream containing 2% that the gland is under secretory control.
resoreinol and 8% sulfur; and (3) a lotion in
Certain clinical observations have suggested
which sulfur made up 50% of the solids and which
also delivered hydrogen sulfide and sulfur dioxide

autonomic innervations. Thus, Krestin (32)
interpreted the increased greasiness produced by

heat, excitment and sweating in Parkinsonian
white males per agent, usually showed local patients to signify autonomic innervation. Howin copious quantities. The subjects, groups of 3

irritation. Neither at the end of 2 or 3 weeks did
the 30 minute pore print after defatting show any
difference from the control side. How can this
finding be reconciled with the clinical fact that
acne patients, after treatment with sulfur medica-

ever, his results may simply reflect the fact that
sweating promotes the appearance of oiliness.
Serrati (4) thought that the vegetative nervous
system regulated sebaeeous excretion, basing his

bilities are:
(1) pore prints made 30 minutes after defatting

lipoid level in the maxillary area of a brain tumor
patient showing surgical palsy of the 5th nerve.

conclusions on observations of patients with
ments, will often note dry skin and decreased various central nervous system lesions (chronic
oiliness.
encephalitis, tumors, apoplectic coma, etc.).
We do not know the answer but some possi- Bettley and Marten (33) found an increased
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Despite the absence of sweating, owing to a nervous mechanism by which emotions could
coexistent sympathetic lesion, seborrhea, entirely
confined to the area of sensory loss, was prominent. The lipoid level was twice that of the con-

tralateral side. These authors were prompted to
postulate direct innervation of the glands. Without drawing any conclusions about innervation,
Nexmand (34) observed seborrhea (and cornedones) following complete transection of the
facial nerve. Serrati (4) found the lipoid levels
higher in the early stages of neuritis and lower
after trophic changes appeared.
One should not be satisfied with the clinical
impression of increased oiliness but should also,
in cases of this kind, determine sebaceous gland
size, eecrine sweating function and lipoid levels
gravimetrically. Reviewing all these cases of

effect a sudden change in the excretory activity
of the gland. With this background, we may now

examine what the results of psychiatrically
oriented studies have been. With the osmic acid

paper print technic, Scott and Kalz (30)
observed a sudden and marked increase in lipoid
delivery of the forehead if the patient was upset.
Robin and Kepecz (37), using direct osmic acid
visualization of the face, found marked and rapid

increases in lipoid delivery associated with the
feeling states of fear or weeping. Neatly enough,
during relaxation the rate of excretion dropped.
We are informed in this work that "when affect
is pushing toward expression, the rate of sebum
secretion increases, and when the expression of
affect is inhibited as in depression, sebum production diminishes". These workers were criti-

increased lipoid secretion, in which central,
peripheral or autonomic nervous connections cized by several discussants for not ruling out the
are implicated, the one outstanding feature is possibility that the changes might be due to
that weeks and usually months are required sweating. We agree that emotionally induced
before the greasiness and increased lipoid levels sweating adequately accounts for Robin and
develop. This delay strongly suggests an indirect Kepecs' results.
role for nervous influences. Central nervous sysAnother provocative paper on this subject is
tem lesions may mediate these changes via en- that of Lorenz, Graham and Wolf (38). Both in

docrine pathways.* As regards the regional respect to methodology and interpretation, this
effort has shortcomings. These authors simply
touch a glass rod to the angle of the nose for
sampling the surface lipids. It is apparent that
only free "run-off" sebum would be picked up
Schonberg (23) have already revealed the anatomi- by such a means. The area was not protected
cal basis for increased sebaceous secretion, at least or isolated and the patients were not completely
in Parkinsonism; namely, a proportionate in- immobilized. At the outset they find that the
crease in the size of the glands. We have estab- casual lipoid levels of acne patients do not differ
lished that the lipoid delivery in normal subjects from those of normal controls whereas it has been
demonstrated that they are higher (29). This
is likewise proportionate to glandular size.
On the other hand, nerve damage is not in- alone would suggest an inadequate technic.
variably followed by increased sebaceous secre- The level of facial sebum, they say, is remarkably
tion. In one case each of stellate ganglionectomy constant in acne and non-acne patients during
and total denervation of a limb, Doupe and Sharp periods of tranquility. The unique feature in
(35) found no change in lipoid levels. Hodgson- acne is the "lability" of the gland, resulting in
Jones and his colleagues (36) likewise noted no prompt fluctuation, upwaids or downwards, of
change in sebaceous secretion in denervated sebum output under stressful circumstances.
They represent that acne patients have a singular
areas.
To return to the main issue, there is no known emotional pattern, "highly characteristic and
seborrhea which develops in areas of peripheral
nerve damage following transection, neuritis, etc.,
the change is probably trophic and its mechanism
at present completely mysterious. Miescher and

* In this regard, it has been established in animals that after hypophysectomy the sebaceous
glands atrophy and respond poorly to the growth
stimulating effect of testosterone. The sebaceous
gland regulating hormone, sebotropin, is located
in the anterior pituitary. This brilliant work has
opened up vast new vistas. (Lorincz, A. L. and
Lancaster, G.: Anterior pituitary preparation
with tropic activity for sebaceous, preputial and

Harderian glands. Science 126: 124, 1957).

stereotyped". These patients respond periodically

with feelings of intense anger for a brief time
period, followed by a prolonged course of remorse.

When anger was provoked by stressful interviews, sebum excretion increased abruptly but
when this response was removed, the effect was
the opposite, reduced excretion! Similar interviews with non-acne patients (compare Robin
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and Kepecs) resulted in no changes in sebum

tunately, figures for lipoid delivery are not

excretion. They relate these findings to the patho- available. Over a temperature range of 10°—15°F,
genesis of acne, finding that the "pustule count" the 4-hour lipoid deliveries of 6 of our subjects
goes up during stressful life situations. The latter did not vary during the summer.
As regards sudden increases in sebaceous acmay be accurate but the authors' attempt to

link it to periodic changes in sebaceous excre- tivity following abrupt changes in temperature,
a difficulty arises which plagues all efforts of this
tion has not been proved.
In two subjects that we studied it was impossi- kind, namely the presence of large quantities of
ble to show that emotions had any effect on lipid pre-formed sebum in the follicular reservoir.
excretion. With a cup fixed in place on the control

This is the old problem of distinguishing what the

forehead a base lipoid level was determined one

gland is actually making from what it has pre-

hour after defatting. The emotional "stress" viously made and stored. At about the average
during the next hour consisted of brandishing a surface temperature of skin, about 33°C, the
large syringe with a two inch 18-gauge needle viscosity relationships of sebum are critical, as
before the subject and from time to time sticking

Butcher convincingly showed (5). It will solidify

it into the palms, a highly painful procedure. if cooled a few degrees below this and conversely
The appearance of beads of forehead sweat will flow readily when heated a few degrees.
indicated that the stress was being registered. After defatting the skin, therefore, the flow to
The second hour level was not appreciably differ- the surface can be expected to be strongly deent from the first.

pendent on temperature. Furthermore, the wick-

We have concluded that emotions have no ing power of the emptied capillary reservoir
immediate, direct effect on sebaceous excretion.

will be greater when the liquid is less viscous.

This does not exclude the possibility that proIt is a simple matter to demonstrate these
longed neurotic anxiety might not ultimately principles. The forehead of 3 subjects was dealter the excretion rate, through the indirect fatted, and a stream of air at room temperature
means of sebaceous hyperplasia.
Influence of Temperature: Hair and nails grow

directed over one temple, the other being suitably

more rapidly in the warmer seasons; one might
expect the sebaceous gland to behave similarly.
Despite the affirmations of a number of workers

strikingly less oil on the cooled side. Conversely,
if one side is heated by placing a 100 watt electric

who believe the gland to be temp.rature sensitive,
certain doubts remain. Obviously, extreme tem-

visible sweating, the 30 minute pore print on the

protected. The 30 minute pore print showed
bulb about 1.5 feet away, without producing

heated side contains a great deal more sebum.
perature ranges would influence the gland, par- It is unlikely within such short time intervals
ticularly since the skin is not strictly an homeo- that these results reflect a significant change in
thermic organ. The immediate issue is whether holocrine secretion. Warming or cooling the
seasonal changes as in a temperate climate, have skin changes the flow to the surface by making
a significant effect. Does the gland slow down the preformed sebum either more or less viscous.
during the winter and speed up in summer?
The conclusions of Herrmann and his coClinical impressions, of course, are misleading. workers (13) may be re-examined in the light of
The increased greasiness of the face in the sum- these findings. They placed subjects in dry heat
mer or in tropical climates may simply be an between two reflector type hot boxes and someexpression of increased eccrine sweating. On the times found an increased delivery of lipoid.
other hand, one cannot be fully confident in They attributed this increase to sweating. Our
quantitative data for usually, as discussed before, objections to the design of this experiment and
there has not been sufficient control of important the interpretation of the result have already been
variables. Still, such data as are available do given. However, it is quite possible with their
not unanimously bear out the impression that set-up that increased surface temperature could
sebaceous activity is increased in summertime. have resulted in more oil appearing on the surPritchard and his coworkers (39) did not find a face, as compared to the pro-heating values,
difference between summer and winter casual simply as a consequence of viscosity changes.
levels over a range of 5°—29°. Similarly, Iversen Butcher (12) thought that temperature elevation
et a? (22) could find no difference; paradoxically, increased sebaceous secretion but his conclusion
the summer values were a little lower. Unfor- was weakened by technical limitations.
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By means of heating pads or hot air, Dunner
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(7) Emotions were not found to influence the

(24) raised the forehead skin temperature to output of the sebaceous glands.
about 40° and compared the "production capacity" (hourly ether removals) to values obtained
at about 20°C. His hourly figures are extremely
variable and there is much overlapping between
the two temperatures; his conclusion that production capacity is increased with higher tem-

perature must be accepted with reservations.
He was not appreciative of the influence of temperature on the flowability of pre-formed sebum
in the follicular pool. At near freezing temperatures, 2°C, he found as one might expect, a con-
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DISCUSSION
DR. FRANZ HEEEMANN: As might have been

anticipated,

my collaborators and I are greatly

interested in this important study. And I am

then here at Columbia University, showed their

wonderful whole-amount preparations to Dr.
Morrill

gratified that the essential points here presented

and myself—suggested whether or not
after all emotion could cause an increase in

conform with what we have said previously.

lipid

delivery by the expulsion of lipid out of the

We certainly do not advocate the concept which large infundibula through reactive pilomotor
the presenters now call the "feed back" theory. contraction and/or through augmented filling
As we pointed out on a Dumber of occasions, of the peripheral blood vessels. I then carried
we are convinced that the relative individual out the following simple experiment, about six
constancy of the lipid level which we called the
"casual level" is largely due to the existence of a

natural lipid receptacle in the skin surface made
up by the hair follicles with their large infundi-

hula—the sebaceous glands, and by the mcshy
(capillary) spaces in the stratum corneum. When
the receptacle is filled to capacity, the excess
lipid flows over and is carried off. This was evidenced by the much higher "protected level"
which we obtained after walling off the test area.
A comment made by the presenters in their
program abstract is prompting me to report on
a few experiments which I carried out about two
years ago on the possible role of pilomotor con-

traction on the expulsion of sebum. It was Dr.
Harvey Blank who—when he and Dr. Hambrick

times in all, and each time with the same result.
We induced axon reflex sweating in an ether
cleansed skin area by intradermal injection of
acetylcholine (0.1 ml), 1:20,000. As is well known
from the fundamental experiments of Rothman

and Cohn, this procedure has been liable to
elicit both axon reflex sweating and pilomotor
contraction (cutis anserina). The same injection

was made in a corresponding but previously
atropinized area. Here, the sweating response
was eliminated but the "goose pimples"—
pilomotor contraction—nevertheless appeared.
In addition, there was a considerable increase in
the peripheral blood volume, because of the flare
in response to atropine. Three other sites were
inj ected as control sites with atropine alone and
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with different volumes of saline solution, respec- rather early clearing of the acne vulgaris (in
tively. All sites were then exposed to the vapor press, New York State Journal of Medicine).
of osmie acid, or prints were taken with filter Tangentially, the clinical study, in part, has led

paper squares impregnated with osmie acid me to the opinion, in the form of a hypothesis,
that acne vulgaris is a disease of adaptation (in
vapor (method of W. Jadassohn's group).
As you see from these photographed prints— press, British Edition of the Journal of the Sowhich are characteristic of the result obtained ciety of Cosmetic Chemists).

in every experiment of this series—a distinct
Dli. PHILIP II. PRosE (New York, N. Y.): I
enjoyed Dr. Kligman's presentation. Dr. Franz
Herrmann and I also felt that Emanuel's "negative feedback theory" could not explain our obto the results we described on several earlier servations on the lipid film on the skin surface.
occasions, inasmuch as the droplet pattern has We were impressed by the rapidity with which
evidently been caused by the mutual emulsifica- the lipid film appears on the skin surface followtion of lipid and sweat. It appears, however, note- ing removal of the film, even when this removal
worthy, that under the given conditions neither is done frequently at short intervals. We felt that
contraction of the arrectores pilorum muscles this probably wasn't entirely due to sebaeeous
nor increased vascular filling appreciably con- gland activity. I cannot conceive, without further
tributed to the lipid delivery to the skin surface- proof, that the sebaceous glands could secrete
and reconstitute themselves that rapidly and
Dli. THELMA WAESHAW (New York, N. Y.): rather feel that part of the lipid on the skin surI first would like to compliment the deliverers face is formed during keratinization. The lipids
of the paper on the refreshing new horizons that replacing the film on a defatted skin surface could
are being opened; and then would like to point in part come from the sebaeeous gland or its
out that one further area for study is the interplay reservoir and in part come from the tremendous
between eeerine sweating and sebaceous gland reservoir in the surrounding horny lamellae; in
activity. As Dr. Herrmann just showed, an atro- the latter instance, sweat would be instrumental
lipid pattern was obtained only at the site where
sweating was elicited, whereas no lipid "droplets"
appeared in the atropinized area, or in any of the
other (control) sites. This observation is similar

pinized skin area had a decreased sebum level.

in mobilizing these lipids by forming an emulsion

Jones, Spencer, and Sanchez (J.I.D., 17: with the lipids.
I would also like to point out to Dr. Kligman,
213—226, 1951) showed some time ago that the
spread of sebum on a wet surface is of the order some of our work on protected, defatted palms

of 1,000 times the rate of spread on a dry skin which have no sebaeeous glands. When osmic
surface; and I believe it is a misinterpretation to acid vapors are applied, we saw very much the
think that the sehum was emulsified by the sweat.

In a discussion with Dr. Irvin Blank, he made a
legitimate objection to the Jones, et a!. work on
the basis that sebum is hydrophobic. I looked the
matter up in a physical chemistry text, and found
that, according to Langmuir's theory of monomolecular films, in order to get the spread of a
thin film on an aqueous surface, a hydrophobic
substance is necessary.
Herrmann and Prose wrote in a previous publication (J.I.D., 16: 217—230, 1951) that the concentration of fats (mainly sebum) on a skin area
is directly parallel to the sweat gland delivery in
the area.

same black droplets that Dr. Kligman has shown.
I wonder if he would comment on that.
DE. ALBEET M. KLIGMAN (in closing): I would

like to thank the discussers. I think Herrmann

and Prose really rang the death knell of the
feedback theory but they refused to attend the
funeral. Their work has been a great help to us.
As regards the surface lipoids acting as a brake
on the glands activity, I think we are saying the
same thing in different words.
Dr. Nicolaides, we have no way of measuring

the rate of sebum production with complete
certainty. What comes to the surface does not

necessarily represent what has been synthesized
and excreted in a given time; some of this has
num hydroxyehloride solution) in a series of been sitting preformed in the duets. If there were
patients with severe acne. It showed that clini- a harmless way of completely emptying the ducts,
cally these people get a drier, less oily skin, and then the true production rate could be known.
These observations led me to do a clinical study
on the use of an empirical sweat inhibitor (alumi-

